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Spice up your love life and add deeper passion and connection toyour relationship with this easy
to follow guide on sensual massage.You'll discover all the secrets to giving and receiving a sexy,
sensualmassage that naturally leads to a night of mind blowing love making.From how to
prepare the massage space... to preparing yourself andyour lover for the experience... it's all
covered here.You'll never feel awkward because this step by step blueprint let's youknow exactly
what to do... when to do it...And HOW it needs to be done so that you can focus on enjoying
thissexy experience with your lover.



Sensual Massage For LoversVolume 1IntroductionCongratulations!You’ve taken your first step
towards putting passion, romance and chemistryinto your sex life in a way that will change
itforever…This book is a step-by-step guide that walks you through the process of building
anticipation, preparing the environment and executing a sensual massage that will deliver the
pleasure-packed, meaningful experience you’ve been longing for.Within MINUTES of finishing
this guide, you can be giving your partner a sensual massage on your way to a night of
tantalizing sex…Enjoy!Chapter 1 - PreparationGetting a sensual, full body massage is a sure
way to get yourpartner in the mood for love making. When you are givingsomeone an erotic
massage, there are some things that you willneed to do to set the tone for the evening. This can
include thingslike:• Finding the perfect music to play in the background• Picking candles that will
add to setting• Choosing a relaxing environmentThe Lighting In The RoomOne of the most
important aspects of preparing the environment is the lighting in the area. On one hand, you will
want to have enough light to see what you are doing, but not so much that the room is too
bright.This is one reason candles are the perfect choice to get the amount of light that you will
need. Having just a few candles flickering (and casting shadows on the wall of the two of you)
can add to the romance of the moment. If they are creating too much light you can always
remove a few candles to dim the lighting. On the other hand, you can place additional candles in
the room to get just a little more brightness.There are many different candles which can be found
in stores all over the world- and there are many designed specifically for creating a romantic
atmosphere.Scent and Color MatterWhen selecting candles for the massage, consider the
scent and color that you will want to choose. Certain colors add to the atmosphere and certain
smells will help set the tone… letting your partner know where the romantic experience is
going.The Color Of The CandleThough it may seem like a detail that is not important, a candle’s
color is one aspect that should not be overlooked. Candles come in a wide variety of colors,
each adding a little something different to the mood.Choosing green or blue-colored candles
can add a soothing effect to the environment and inspire relaxation in your partner.For a more
passionate approach, red candles are a good choice. This is due to the fact that the color red is
used to symbolically represent love… which cansubconsciously enhance the desire for both
partners.The Scent Of The CandleAnother powerful way to help seduction is through the sense
of smell. In fact, the sense of smell is the strongest of your senses that is linked with memory. So,
if you want your partner to remember the experience, having the right scent in the air is
critical.This is the same concept as choosing the right color for the candles- the right scent will
increase the desire that your partner feels and get them in the right mood. Some of the scented
candles that you will want to place in the room include the scents of chocolate or vanilla when
trying to seduce a female lover. You can also use the scents of lavender, strawberry and sugar
when seducing a lover of either sex.Remember to pay attention to the combination of scents you
are using- some scents are better to mix than others. The wrong combination can spoil the best



efforts at creating the atmosphere you want.Play A Little MusicA great way to get the room ready
for the sensual massage is to play some music in the background. The right sounds will get your
partner relaxed so that they can fully enjoy the massage. Just like the other aspects of the
environment, the tunes that you want to choose are those which promote sex, romance and
desire.
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Robert F. Walker, “Good. Was good information. Was able to learn a little more on what my
partner needed for a sensual massage. Thanks.”

The book by Chris Freytag has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 4 people have provided feedback.
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